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Cooperative Elevator Co. is dedicated to bring you the 
best dry bean varieties in the country. Our seed is        

researched and hand selected by our elite breeders in     
Idaho. The selected varieties go through 

an intense research program and then they are chosen 
based on traits for our specific needs here in the thumb 
of Michigan. Once chosen, the varieties are sent to be 

grown for seed production in Washington State.           
Cooperative Elevator Co. works with certified trained              

individuals and together we present to you this reference 
book of our top dry bean varieties. 

Vision 
We develop long-term relationships with customers and 
the community that exceed their business expectations. 

 
Mission 

We provide quality service, products and  markets to 
enhance the value of the Cooperative.  
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NAVY BEANS 

 
Blizzard 

     Medalist   
   Merlin 

Vigilant 
06063 
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 Excellent upright architecture and good dry 
down suitable for direct harvest.  

 Good Dry Down  

 Matures 97-101 days or about 4 days earlier than 
HMS Medalist.  

 Approximate seed count is 2,298 seeds/lb.  

 Blizzard has demonstrated good canning       
characteristics.  

 Blizzard has the “I” gene for bean common     
mosaic virus.  

 

 Blizzard  
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 Blizzard is a broadly adapted navy bean  
variety ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario  
production regions. A consistent performer 
throughout the trialing process and in commercial 
production, its upright architecture, good dry down, 
early maturity and yield potential make it an 
excellent choice for Michigan and Ontario growers.  
 
 Blizzard yields competitively with HMS 
Medalist and has earlier maturity allowing the 
grower to replant or plant later, stagger harvest, and 
maximize risk due to weather. Data shows Blizzard 
yielding with HMS Medalist for 24 yr./location of 
data. 
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 Excellent upright architecture suitable for direct 
harvest.  

 

 Matures 96-100 days or about the same  
     maturity as Vista.  
 

 Approximate seed count is 2,416 seeds/lb.  
 

 HMS Medalist has demonstrated good canning 
characteristics.  

 

 HMS Medalist has the “I” gene for bean  
      common mosaic virus, has shown some                                 
resistance to Anthracnose (race 7) and has shown     
rust resistance in the Colorado State rust nursery.  
 

 

 

 

Medalist 
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 HMS Medalist is the new standard for your 
yield and direct harvestability in Michigan, North 
Dakota, and beyond.  
 
 HMS Medalist is a broadly adapted navy 
bean variety ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario 
production regions. A consistent performer 
throughout the trialing process and in commercial 
production, its upright architecture, and excellent 
yield potential make it an excellent choice for 
Michigan and Ontario growers.  
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 Excellent upright architecture suitable for direct 
harvest.  

 Matures 95-99 days or about 1 days earlier than 
Vista.  

 Approximate seed count is 2,470 seeds/lb.  

 Merlin has the “I” gene for bean common mosaic 
virus, is resistant to Anthracnose (race 7), and 
has shown resistance to rust in the CSU rust 
nursery.  

 User feedback is that Merlin demonstrates an 
avoidance or tolerance to white mold.  

 

 Merlin 
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 Merlin is a broadly adapted navy bean  
variety ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario  
production regions. A consistent performer throughout 
the trialing process and in commercial production, its 
upright architecture, earlier maturity and excellent yield 
potential make it an excellent choice for Michigan and 
Ontario growers.  
 
 Assuming an 80 lbs./AC yield increase over 
Vista, profit would increase $32/AC on $45/cwt. beans. 
This would amount to $3,200 increased profit over Vista 
on 100 acres of production and the added benefit of   
maturing 1 days earlier and better architecture.  
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  Excellent upright architecture suitable for      
direct harvest.  

 

 Matures 93-97 days or about 3 days earlier than 
HMS Medalist  

 Approximate seed count is 2,400 seeds/lb. 

 Vigilant has demonstrated exceptional canning 
characteristics.  

 Vigilant has the “I” gene for bean common mo-
saic virus, is resistant to Anthracnose (race 7), 
and has shown resistance to rust in the CSU rust 
nursery.  

 

Vigilant 
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 Vigilant is a broadly adapted navy bean  
variety ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario  
production regions. A consistent performer    
throughout the trialing process and in commercial           
production, its upright architecture, earlier maturity 
and excellent yield potential make it an excellent 
choice for Michigan and Ontario growers.  
 
 Vigilant’s economic benefit over HMS    
Medalist is its earlier maturity. Vigilant’s earlier  
maturity allows the grower to replant or plant later, 
stagger harvest, and minimize risk due to weather; 
when paired with a longer season variety such as 
HMS Medalist. Vigilant dries down good and is one 
of the best candidates for direct harvest.  
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Navy 06063 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Excellent upright architecture suitable for direct 
harvest. 

 

 Good Dry Down 
 

 Matures 94-98 days or about 3 days earlier than 
HMS Medalist. 

 

 Approximate seed count is 2,200 seeds/lb. 
 

 06063 has demonstrated good canning               
characteristics. 

 

 06063 has the “I” gene for bean common mosaic 
virus and has shown resistance to rust in the CSU 
rust nursery. 
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 06063 is a broadly adapted navy bean variety 
ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario production 
regions. A consistent performer throughout the   
trialing process and in commercial production, its       
upright architecture, good dry down, earlier         
maturity and excellent yield potential make it an  
excellent direct harvest choice for Michigan and 
Ontario growers.  
 
 Assuming a 57 lbs./AC yield increase over 
HMS Medalist, profit would increase $25/AC on 
$45/cwt. beans. This would amount to $2,500  
increased profit over HMS Medalist on 100 acres of 
production and the added benefit of maturing 3 days 
earlier.  
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Black Beans 

Black Bear 

Black Cat 

Loreto 
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 Excellent upright architecture suitable for      
direct harvest. 

 

 Matures in 99-103 days or about 4 days earlier 
than Zorro. 

 

 Approximate seed count is 2,271 seeds/lb. 
 

 Preliminary testing shows that the Black Bear 
has the “I” gene for bean common mosaic virus.  

 
 

 

Black Bear (12576) 
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 Black Bear is a new black bean variety that 
initially has shown good adaptability ideally suited 
to Michigan and Ontario production regions. A con-
sistent performer throughout the trialing process and 
in commercial production, its upright architecture 
and excellent yield potential make it an excellent 
choice for Michigan and Ontario growers.  
 
 Using only 2014 PRAB data from Huron, 
Sanilac, Tuscola and Bay counties; which is Black 
Bear’s first year trialed. The Black Bear has shown 
a yield advantage of 110 lbs./AC over Zorro and 
matures 4 days earlier.  
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 Excellent upright architecture suitable for      
direct harvest.  

 Matures 97-101 days or about 1 day earlier than 
Loreto.  

 Approximate seed count is 2,356 seeds/lb.  

 Black Cat has the “I” gene for bean common   
mosaic virus, is resistant to Anthracnose (race 
7), and has shown resistance to rust in the CSU 
rust nursery.  

 

Black Cat 
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          Black Cat is a broadly adapted black bean  
variety ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario  
production regions. A consistent performer through-
out the trialing process and in commercial produc-
tion, its upright architecture and excellent yield     
potential make it an excellent choice for Michigan 
and Ontario growers.  
 
 Black Cat has shown to yield competitively 
with full season blacks and may show some ad-
vantage on poorer soil conditions when compared to 
Loreto and Zorro.  
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 Excellent upright architecture suitable for      
direct harvest.  

 Matures 97-101 days or about the same as   
Zorro. 

 Approximate seed count is 2,137 seeds/lb.  

 Loreto has the “I” gene for bean common      
mosaic virus, is resistant to Anthracnose (race 
7), (race 65), and (race 73) and has the UR3 
gene for resistance to the most prevalent strains 
of rust.  

 

Loreto 
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 Loreto is a broadly adapted black bean  
variety ideally suited to Michigan and Ontario  
production regions. A consistent performer through-
out the trialing process and in commercial produc-
tion, its upright architecture and excellent yield po-
tential make it an excellent choice for Michigan and 
Ontario growers.  
 
 Loreto has shown to yield competitively with 
full season blacks such as Black Cat and Zorro.   
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Small Red 

Beans 
          

Viper 
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 Excellent semi-upright architecture.  

 Matures 95-99 days or about one day earlier 
than Merlot. 

 Approximate seed count is 1,565 seeds/lb. 

 Good seed color, appearance and shape.  

 Viper has demonstrated average canning     
characteristics.  

 Preliminary testing has shown that the Viper has 
resistance to bean common mosaic virus 
(BCMV).  

 Resistant to Rust strains tested for at Colorado 
State University  

Viper  
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 Viper has shown broad adaptability in trials 
throughout the U.S. growing regions as well as the 
Manitoba and Ontario growing regions in Canada. 
The Viper is in-determinant, semi-upright in it’s   
architecture and provides great yield potential to the 
grower.  
 
 Preliminary yield data from the Great Lakes 
region shows Viper with a yield advantage of 2,723 
lbs./AC. Assuming a 280 lbs./AC yield   increase 
over Merlot. Assuming a 345 lbs./AC yield increase 
over Merlot, profit would increase $138/AC on $40/
cwt. Beans. This would amount to $13,800 for 100 
AC of production.   
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Pinto Beans 

          
Vibrant                 
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NEW!! High Yielding, Slow Darkening Pinto 
Bean! 

 Excellent upright architecture for direct          
harvest.  

 Approximate seed count is 1,296 seeds/lb. 

 Excellent seed color, color retention, appearance 
and shape.  

 Resistant to Rust strains tested for at Colorado 
State University. 

 

 

Vibrant  
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 Vibrant has shown broad adaptability in tri-
als throughout the High Plains, Idaho and in the 
MINDAK region. Vibrant is indeterminate, upright 
in it’s architecture and provides great yield potential 
to the grower.  
 Vibrant has a slow darkening gene which 
maintains it’s color through the natural aging pro-
cess. The slow darkening gene also preserves the 
quality and value of Vibrant through adverse weath-
er conditions, that normally darken and degrade 
traditional pintos.  
 Limited data shows Vibrant yielding competi-
tively with Sinaloa in the MINDAK region, while ma-
turing 2 days’ earlier. This earlier maturity provides 
good harvest options for farmers seeking to spread 
out harvest, or re-plants after adverse weather con-
ditions.  
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 Ruth, MI  Yield 

Variety Lbs./

Acre 

CWT/

Acre  
Black Bear 3006 30.1 

Zorro 2745 27.5 

Zenith 2745 27.5 

Black Cat  2876 28.8 

Loreto 2614 26.1 

Black Tails 3007 30.1 

14497 3924 39.2 

14506 3399 34.0 

   

Blizzard  3052 30.5 

Merlin 2907 29.1 

Medalist  2907 29.1 

   

Ruby 2907 29.1 

Viper 3343 33.4 

SR11511 3052 30.5 

   

Radiant 2614 26.1 

Vibrant 2745 27.5 
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Pigeon, MI  Yield 

Variety Lbs./

Acre 

CWT/

Acre  
Black Bear 2876 28.8 

Zorro 2745 27.5 

Zenith 2876 28.8 

Black Cat  2614 26.1 

Loreto 2484 24.8 

Black Tails 2745 27.5 

14497 2876 28.8 

14506 3137 31.4 

   

Blizzard  2222 22.2 

Merlin 2614 26.1 

Medalist  2353 23.5 

   

Ruby 2745 27.5 

Viper 2745 27.5 

SR11511 2875 28.8 

   

Radiant 1830 18.3 

Vibrant 1961 19.6 
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 NAVY AND BLACK BEANS 
 

  Row width  Seeds per acre        Seed spacing 
    28”- 30”   90,000 – 100,000       2.25  in 

    22”- 20”  115,000       2.75  in 

    15”   135,000       3.33  in 

 
SMALL RED 

 
  Row width  Seeds per acre        Seed spacing 
   28” – 30”  80,000 – 90,000      2.50  in 

 
   22”–  20”  105,000       2.875  in 
 
  Narrower         Not recommended 
 

 
 

Recommended Planting Cut off Dates 
 

Medalist   June 25 
Merlin             June 25 

 
Loreto             June 28 

 
 

 
 
 
 

The information provided in this guide is the opinion and  
expression of Cooperative  

Elevator Co.’s Staff and the only intention is to assist you in determining 
which varieties are best for your farm. 
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 Plants          Name        Cell Phone# 
 
 
 
Akron                             Ron Will                                691-5711 
              (989) 691-5711                    
 
Bad Axe                   Dutch Seley                 550-4167 
 (989) 269-9929  Tim Wilke                 551-4575 
        
Elkton 28%                                      Brandon                  550-1087 
  Swartzendruber     
               (989) 375-2292 
 
Fairgrove                                         Jim Reithel                 551-0093 
 (989) 693-6104  David Ackerman                 550-4232 
   
Gagetown  Shawn Dunn                 553-6679 
 (989) 665-9975   Erica Gremel     751-7668
  
North Branch                                
 (810) 338-4086 
  
Pigeon   
 (989) 453-4530 Randy Haag                 550-0500 
                                                         Canton Brissette    553-0628
  
Pigeon Office                                  Dan Armbruster                  550-2533       
              (989) 453-4500                   Diane Lowe                          Ext. 569 
 
Ruth                                             Jim Terbrack                 550-2136 
 (989) 864-3391 Travis Tanton                 975-1109 
  Katie Volmering                   553-6680 
 
Sebewaing Joel Fischer                 553-1080 
 (989) 883-3030                      
  
Seed Plant –Pigeon                Kevin Roestel                 550-7869 
 (989) 453-4529  Dave Dunn                            
 
  
  
                                                            
 
  
  


